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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention pertains to spacers for field emission arrays and field emission displays and more specifically to a coated spacer which reduces secondary electron emission and spacer-related image distortions and power losses.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Field emission arrays and displays are known in the art. They include an envelope structure having an evacuated interspace region between two display plates. Electrons travel across the interspace region from a cathode plate (also known as a cathode or back plate), upon which electron-emitter structures, such as Spindt tips, are fabricated, to an anode plate (also known as an anode or face plate), which includes deposits of light-emitting materials, or “phosphors”. Typically, the pressure within the evacuated interspace region between the cathode and anode plates is on the order of 1.3 x 10^-4 Pa (10^-6 torr).

[0003] In order to provide a strong electric field (volts per unit distance between the plates) for extraction of electrons from the cathode plate, while maintaining low power consumption, the distance between the cathode and anode plate is small, on the order of one millimeter. This proximity of the plates introduces the problem of potential electrical breakdown between the electron emitting surface and the inner surface of the anode plate. Such an electrical breakdown effectively ruins the display.

[0004] The cathode plate and anode plate are thin in order to provide low display weight. If the display area is small, such as in a 25 mm (1”) diagonal display, and a typical sheet of glass having a thickness of about 1 mm (0.04”) is utilized for the plates, the display will not collapse or bow significantly. However, as the display area increases, the thin plates are not strong enough to withstand the pressure differential and prevent collapse or bowing upon evacuation of the interspace region. For example, a screen having a 76 cm (30”) diagonal will have several tons of atmospheric force exerted upon it. As a result of this tremendous pressure, spacers play an essential role in large area, light-weight displays. Spacers are structures being incorporated between the anode and the cathode plate. The spacers, in conjunction with the thin, lightweight, plates, support the atmospheric pressure, allowing the display area to be increased with little or no increase in plate thickness.

[0005] The anode plate is maintained at a higher potential relative to the cathode plate, thereby establishing an electric field between the display plates. The potential difference between the plates is on the order of kilovolts (kV). An electric field extracts electrons from the emitters on the cathode plate and the anode potential further accelerates the emitted electrons toward the phosphor deposits on the anode plate. To prevent shorting between the plates, a high-dielectric material is used to make the spacers. However, dielectric materials have secondary electron yields, or ratio of emitted secondary electrons to incident primary electrons, substantially different from one when subjected to bombardment by primary electrons having energies typical of those in a field emission display. This results in electrical charging of the spacer surface. The charged spacer surface alters the characteristics of the electric field near the spacers, thereby deflecting electrons and causing image distortions, such as color “bleeding”.

[0006] Several schemes have been developed to address the charging of spacers within flat panel displays. In one scheme, a thin conductive coating, having a sheet resistance on the order of 10^9-10^14 ohm/square, is formed on the entire outer surface of the spacer which is exposed to the vacuum environment within the display. The conductive coating allows the charge to be “bled off” to the cathode. This scheme suffers from the disadvantage that it creates a leakage from the anode to cathode, resulting in power losses. Other schemes have attempted to reduce power losses by providing additional electrodes along the spacer wall. This approach suffers from the disadvantages of increased fabrication complexity and increased fabrication cost.

[0007] A spacer for a field emission display in accordance with some aspects of claim 1 is known from WO-A-94/18694. This document discloses a dielectric spacer member having upper, lower and lateral surfaces and a resistive coating formed on the lateral surfaces, the resistive coating having a secondary electron yield less than 2.

[0008] A spacer for a field emission display in accordance with some aspects of claim 5 is known from US-A-4183125. This document discloses a dielectric spacer comprising a lattice of insulating fibres disposed between the cathode and the anode such that a plurality of apertures are formed through which electrons travel from the anode to the cathode.

[0009] Thus, there exists a need for a display spacer which exhibits reduced electrical charging at its surfaces, which reduces power losses within the display, and which is easily and economically fabricated.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0010] Referring to the drawings:

FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional view of a prior art spacer for a field emission display.
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of a spacer for a field emission display.
FIG. 3 is a graphical representation showing the relationship between secondary electron yield and the energy of primary, impinging electrons for a typical material comprising a resistive coating in ac-
Description of the Preferred Embodiment

[0011] Referring now to FIG. 1, there is depicted a cross-sectional view of a prior art spacer 100 for a field emission display 101. Prior art spacer 100 includes an insulator 110 being coated with a conductor 112, which extends between the inner surface of a cathode 114 and the inner surface of an anode 116, thereby providing an electrical conduction path between anode 116 and cathode 114. A low electron emission coating 118 is formed over the entirety of conductor 112.

[0012] Conductor 112 is connected to ground via a conductive pad 120. Anode 116 includes a plurality of phosphor deposits 122; cathode 114 includes a plurality of field emission structures 124. In the operation of field emission display 101 a voltage gradient is established along the height of the interspace region between cathode 114 and anode 116, the voltage increasing in a direction from cathode 114 to anode 116. Anode 116 is typically maintained at a positive voltage of 1500-10,000 volts relative to cathode 114. During the operation of field emission display 101, electrons are emitted from field emission structures 124 and then accelerated toward anode 116. The trajectories of the emitted electrons are not exactly perpendicular to anode 116 and cathode 114. Rather, they form a substantially conically-shaped spray of electrons. A typical electron emission pattern is depicted by dashed lines in FIG. 1. Thus, electrons emitted by field emission structures in the vicinity of spacer 100 may impinge upon spacer 110. The greatest flux of impinging, or primary, electrons at the surface of spacer 100 occurs near the top of spacer 100, near anode 116; the lowest flux of primary electrons at the surface of spacer 100 occurs near the bottom of spacer 100, near cathode 114.

[0013] Referring now to FIG. 2, there is depicted a cross-sectional view of a spacer 200 for a field emission display 201. Field emission display 201 includes anode 116, cathode 114, and conductive pad 120, as described with reference to FIG. 1. Spacer 200 includes a member 210 having a height, h, within 0.5-3 millimeters, which is equal to the distance between the inner surfaces of anode 110 and cathode 114. The lower edge of spacer 200 is in abutting engagement with cathode 114 and the upper edge of spacer 200 is in abutting engagement with anode 116. When an appropriate number, and layout configuration, of spacers 200 are provided within display 201, spacers 200 provide a mechanical standoff function to prevent the implosion of field emission display 201 upon the evacuation of the interspace region between anode 116 and cathode 114. Member 210 is made from a dielectric material, such as oxide glass, oxide ceramic, glass ceramic, mica, or other silicate material, which prevents the flow of electrical current between anode 116 and cathode 114 under operating voltages of field emission display 201. However, dielectric materials typically have high secondary electron yields under the typical operating conditions within a field emission display. If present within the interspace region of field emission display 201, a structure being made from one of these dielectric materials will gain a positive electrical charge over much of the spacer surface. This charged surface distorts the electric field near the dielectric structure, and thereby adversely affects the flow of electrons near the structure so that the image produced by the display is distorted. The adverse effects resulting from a high secondary electron yield, including undesired increase in electron flux at anode 116 and distortion in the electric field, are more pronounced for secondary electron emission from dielectric surfaces near cathode 114. The reasons for this are that, first, adversely affected primary electrons have a greater time period to deviate off course, thereby making more pronounced distortions in their trajectories. Also, emitted secondary electrons from regions near cathode 114 are accelerated over a longer time period, as compared to secondary electrons emitted from regions of the structure near anode 116. These secondary electrons, originating from regions near cathode 114, arrive at anode 116 with sufficient energy to appreciably contribute to the degradation of phosphor deposits 122. In contrast, secondary electrons emitted from a region near anode 116 are accelerated over a smaller period of time and are therefore not as energetic when they reach anode 116. During the operation of field emission display 201, anode 116 is maintained at a positive voltage of about 5000 volts with respect to cathode 114. The voltage profile along the height of spacer 200 is essentially linear. In order to reduce the adverse effects of secondary electron emission and surface charging along the lower portion of spacer 200 near cathode 114, a resistive coating 212 is formed on the lower portion of the lateral surfaces of member 210, thereby defining a lower resistive region.
220 of spacer 200. Resistive coating 212 extends from the lower edge of member 210 to a height, \( h_2 \), which is less than the total height of the spacer. The upper edge of resistive coating 212 is spaced from the inner surface of anode 116. By not making ohmic contact with the inner surface of anode 116, resistive coating 212 does not carry a leakage current between anode 116 and cathode 114. Resistive coating 212 is capable of conducting a small electrical current. So, when primary electrons impinge upon lower resistive region 220, they are bled off of lower resistive region 220 and into conductive pad 120, which is connected to ground. To provide this bleed-off electrical current, resistive coating 212 has a sheet resistance of less than \( 10^{10} \) ohms/square. As will be discussed in detail below with reference to FIG. 9, resistive coating 212 has a gradient in resistance along its height, so that electrical resistance increases in a direction from the lower edge of member 210 to the upper edge of member 210. This gradient facilitates electrical current flow in a direction from the upper edge of resistive coating 212 toward cathode 114. A gradient in resistance is realized by providing a gradient in thickness of resistive coating 212 along its height, or by a gradient in the composition of an appropriate component of the resistive material comprising resistive coating 212. Additionally, the material comprising resistive coating 212 has a secondary electron yield which is less than 2 over the range of operating voltages (\( V_0 \) to \( V_2 \), as indicated in FIG. 2) existing over lower resistive region 220 during the operation of field emission display 201. In the preferred embodiment, the voltage, \( V_0 \), at the inner surface of cathode 114 is about 100 volts, and the voltage, \( V_1 \), at the inner surface of anode 116 is about 5000 volts. Since the voltage variation along the height of spacer 200 is essentially linear, the voltage, \( V_0 \), at the middle of spacer 200 is about 2500 volts. In other embodiments of field emission display in accordance with the present invention, the value of \( V_1 \) will differ, and the position of a voltage range of 2000-3000 volts will differ. As will be explained in detail with reference to FIGS. 3-4, the upper edge of resistive coating 212 is positioned along member 210 where the voltage is within the range of 2000-3000 volts. In the particular with respect to FIG. 2, the upper edge of resistive coating 212 is therefore positioned at a height, \( h_2 \), which is located at the mid-region of spacer 200. The low secondary electron emission ratio of resistive coating 212 will also suppress surface flashover and surface leakage by reducing the potential for electron cascades and secondary electron emission avalanches on the lateral surfaces of spacer 200 nearest cathode 114. Resistive coating 212 is made from a conductive oxide, such as zinc oxide, chromium oxide, or copper oxide. A sputtered film of magnesium oxide may also be used to form resistive coating 212. The sputtering process for depositing the magnesium oxide film can be tailored to provide a sufficient concentration of defect states within resistive coating 212 so that the desired values sheet resistance and secondary electron yield are achieved. Tailored thin film deposition of other oxides will also produce coating materials suitable for use as resistive coating 212. The thickness of resistive coating 212 is within a range of 50-500 angstroms so that primary electrons impinging upon resistive coating 212 do not penetrate all the way through resistive coating 212, thereby entering member 210. In other embodiments of the present invention, the thickness of resistive coating 212 is greater than 500 angstroms. Spacer 200 further includes an insulative coating 218 which is formed on a portion of the lateral surfaces of member 210 and which extends from a height, \( h_3 \), to the upper edge of member 210. In this particular embodiment \( h_3 \) is equal to \( h_2 \). In other embodiments of a spacer in accordance with the present invention, \( h_3 \) is not equal to \( h_2 \), as will be discussed in greater detail with reference to FIGS. 6 and 7. The exposed portion of insulative coating 218 defines an upper insulative region 222 of spacer 200. Insulative coating 218 is made from a material having a secondary electron yield within a range of 0.75-2 over the range of operating voltages (\( V_2 \) to \( V_1 \), as indicated in FIG. 2) existing over upper insulative region 222 of spacer 200, which, in this particular embodiment, is about 2500-5000 Volts. Any electrical charge that forms on the surface of insulative coating 218 during the operation of field emission display 201, extends only over upper insulative region 222, near the anode, so that, as discussed above, the adverse effects of secondary emission are less pronounced than those resulting from secondary electron emission from a lower portion of member 210. Insulative coating 218 is made from a dielectric material, such as silicon dioxide or aluminum oxide, and has a dielectric breakdown strength of greater than 20 volts/micrometer. Since the spacing between the inner surfaces of cathode 114 and anode 116 is typically between 0.5-3 millimeters, and since a representative range for the voltage difference between anode 116 and cathode 114 is 1500-10,000 Volts, this dielectric breakdown strength insures that insulative coating 218 is nonconductive for any operating voltage within the typical range for field emission displays, thereby precluding leakage currents between anode 116 and resistive coating 212 and their concomitant power losses. Insulative coating 218 has a sheet resistance greater than \( 10^{10} \) ohms/square and a thickness less than 2 micrometers.

[0014] Referring now to FIGs. 3-5 there are depicted graphical representations showing the relationships between secondary electron yield and the energy of primary, impinging electrons for a suitable material comprising resistive coating 212 (FIG. 3), for a suitable material comprising insulative coating 218 (FIG. 4), and for spacer 200 (FIG. 5). The shape of the curve in FIG. 3 is typical of a material having a relatively low resistivity, while the shape of the curve in FIG. 4 is typical of material having a high resistivity, such as a dielectric. The voltage ranges indicated in FIGs. 3-5 are equal to the voltage range in field emission display 201. Over the
range of voltages found in field emission display 201, the secondary electron yield of the material of FIG. 3 is at or about 1; the voltage value at which the secondary electron yield is 1, or the cross-over point, is 2000-3000 volts for most suitable materials. The voltage value at the mid-region of spacer 200 is about 2500 volts, which is within this cross-over range. The secondary electron yield of the high resistivity material represented in FIG. 4, however, is often much greater than over the lower voltage range, \( V_2 \) to \( V_1 \). If a high resistivity material were used in the lower voltage range of the display, the substantial electrical charging would result in distortions of the display image. Thus, in accordance with the present invention, the material used to coat spacer 200 at the lower region has a secondary electron yield near 1, which is provided by a material such as that represented in FIG. 3. A high resistivity material, such as that represented in FIG. 4, is used to coat spacer 200 at its upper region, where the operating voltages of display 201 are represented in FIG. 4, is used to coat spacer 200 at its upper region, which is provided by a material such as that represented in the graph of FIG. 4. In FIG. 8, member 510 is made from one of such highly resistive materials, such as a dielectric material having a dielectric breakdown strength greater than about 20 volts/micrometer. Member 510 is made from a dielectric material such as oxide glass, oxide ceramic, glass ceramic, mica, or other silicate material. Thus, the exposed portion of member 510 defines an upper insulative region 522 of spacer 500, which does not allow electrical current to flow between anode 116 and resistive coating 212.

Referring now to FIGS. 6 and 7, there are depicted cross-sectional views of other spacers 300, 400 for a field emission display 301, 401, respectively. In these spacers an insulative coating 318, 418 includes a portion which is buried beneath a resistive coating 312, 412. These configurations provide greater ease of fabrication, especially when the exposed portion of insulative coating 318, 418, which defines an upper insulative region 322, 422, respectively, is desired to cover only a small portion (between \( h_2 \) and \( h_1 \)) of the height of member 310, 410 near anode 116. All other elements of spacer 300, 400 are the same as those of spacer 200 of FIG. 2, and are similarly numbered, beginning with a “3”, “4”, respectively. Spacers 200, 300, 400 are made by, for example, providing a sheet of glass, cutting the glass into appropriately sized members 210, 310, 410, and then coating members 210, 310, 410 by using one of a number of established film deposition techniques to first provide insulative coatings 218, 318, 418 and then apply resistive coatings 212, 312, 412. Spacer 200, 300, 400 can be held in a grooved jig during the film deposition of insulative coating 218, 318, 418. Then, spacer 200, 300, 400 is rotated in the jig and resistive coating 212, 312, 412 is applied, the jig acting as a physical mask to preclude deposition of the resistive material on upper insulative region 222, 322, 422.

Referring now to FIG. 9, there is depicted a cross-sectional view of an embodiment of a spacer 600 for a field emission display 601 in accordance with the present invention as disclosed in claim 1. In this particular embodiment, a resistive coating 612 is tapered so that its width is largest at the end near cathode 114, and smallest at the other end. This gradient in thickness provides a gradient in resistance along the height of a lower resistive region 620, thereby facilitating current flow in a direction toward conductive pad 120. All other elements and properties of spacer 600 are the same as spacer 500 discussed with reference to FIG. 8.

Referring now to FIG. 10, there is depicted a cross-sectional view of another embodiment of a spacer 700 for a field emission display 701 in accordance with the present invention as disclosed in claim 5. Spacer 700 includes a first plurality of fiber layers 702 comprising a lower resistive region 720 of spacer 700 and a second plurality of fiber layers 703 comprising an upper insulative region 722 of spacer 700. Lower resistive region 720 extends from the inner surface of cathode 114 to a height, \( h_2 \). Each fiber layer 702 of the first plurality of fiber layers includes a plurality of elongated fibers 712, which are electrically conductive at their surfaces. Elongated fibers 712 within a given fiber layer 702 are parallel to each other and are spaced apart with a pre-determined pitch. Elongated fibers 712 are orientated perpendicularly with respect to the elongated fibers of the fiber layer(s) immediately adjacent to them, thereby defining cross-over regions. In this particular embodiment,
that are less than $10^{10}$ ohms/square. Ohmic contact is made from a suitable dielectric material, such as glass, oxide ceramic, or glass-ceramic. Each of elongated fibers 712 further includes a resistive coating 713, 714, 715, 716 which is formed on core fiber 710 and is made from a material having a secondary electron yield less than 2 for the range of operating voltages existing over lower resistive region 720 ($V_0$ to $V_2$). In this particular embodiment, resistive coating 713 has the highest sheet resistance, and resistive coatings 714, 715, 716 have progressively lower sheet resistances, so that a gradient in resistance exists over lower resistive region 720. Resistive coatings 713, 714, 715, 716 have sheet resistances that are less than $10^{10}$ ohms/square. Ohmic contact is provided at the cross-over regions where adjacent elongated fibers 712 make physical contact, thereby providing a conduction path for bleeding of electrical charge from resistive coatings 713, 714, 715, 716 during the operation field emission display 701. Some of the electrons emitted by field emission structures 124 will impinge upon resistive coatings 713, 714, 715, 716. The secondary electron yields of resistive coatings 713, 714, 715, 716 will follow the general trend illustrated in FIG. 3, wherein secondary electron yields are near 1 over most of the voltage range within field emission display 701, thereby precluding deleterious charging effects. In other embodiments of a spacer in accordance with the present invention, resistive coatings 713, 714, 715, 716 are made of the same material and have the same sheet resistance. The bottom fiber layer 702, adjacent cathode 114, makes ohmic contact with conductive pads 120, which are connected to ground. However, it may be found that no conductive pads are required to provide adequate bleed-off current out of lower resistive region 720 so that, in another embodiment of the present invention, conductive pads 120 are not included. Upper insulative region 722 extends from the upper edge of lower resistive region 720 to the inner surface of anode 116. Each of elongated fibers 711 comprising fiber layers 703 includes an insulative coating 718, which is formed on core fiber 710. In this particular embodiment, insulative coating 718 is made from a material having a secondary electron yield within a range of 0.75-2 over the range of operating voltages, $V_2$ to $V_1$, existing between the top fiber layer 702 of the first plurality of fiber layers and the inner surface of anode 116. Insulative coatings 718 also have a dielectric breakdown strength that is greater than 20 volts/micrometer and a sheet resistance that is greater than $10^{10}$ ohms/square. Insulative coating 718 is made from an insulative material, such silicon dioxide, aluminum oxide, or a metal oxide having a high resistivity. A representative secondary electron yield of spacer 700, along its height from cathode 114 to anode 116, is graphically depicted in FIG. 5. The cross-over region for most materials suitable for use in m resistive coatings 713, 714, 715, 716 and insulative coating 718 will have a cross-over point within the voltage range of 2000-3000 volts. Because this cross-over voltage range, in this particular embodiment, occurs at the mid-region of spacer 700, the transition between lower resistive region 720 and upper insulative region 722 occurs at about half the height of spacer 700, at $h_2$. This provides a secondary electron yield near one over most of spacer 700. In this particular embodiment, the secondary electron yield of resistive coating 713 of the top fiber layer 702 of lower resistive region 720 is within a range of 0.8-1.2, and the secondary electron yield of insulative coating 718 of the bottom fiber layer 703 of upper insulative region 722 is within a range of 0.9-1.5.

[0019] Referring now to FIG. 11, there is depicted a top plan view of field emission display 701 of FIG. 10, having anode 116 removed. Elongated fibers 711, 712 are in registration so that they define a plurality of apertures 724. Apertures 724 are also in registration with field emission structures 124 so that electrons emitted at field emission structures 124 are guided toward anode 116 through apertures 724. Given the diameter(s) of elongated fibers 711, 712, a sufficient number of fiber layers 702, 703 are provided to achieve the predetermined height of lower resistive region 720 and upper insulative region 722 so that the sum of the heights of lower resistive region 720 and upper insulative region 722 is equal to the predetermined spacing between the inner surfaces of anode 116 and cathode 114, which, in this particular embodiment, is about 1 millimeter.

[0020] Referring now to FIG. 12, there is depicted a cross-sectional view of another embodiment of a spacer 800 for a field emission display 801 in accordance with the present invention. In this particular embodiment, a plurality of elongated fibers 811 within an upper insulative region 822 do not include an insulative coating. Instead, elongated fibers 811 themselves are made from an insulative material having the requisite electrical properties to prevent leakage currents between anode 116 and a lower resistive region 820 and to provide low secondary electron yield at its surfaces, over the operating voltage region $V_2$ to $V_1$, in a manner similar to that graphically depicted in FIG. 4. Elongated fibers 811 are made from a suitable dielectric material, such as a suit-
able glass, oxide ceramic, or glass-ceramic. All other elements of spacer 800 are the same as the corresponding elements of spacer 700, as described with reference to FIG. 10, and begin with the number "8".

[0021] Referring now to FIG. 13, there is depicted a cross-sectional view of another embodiment of a spacer 900 for a field emission display 901. Spacer 900 includes a lower resistive region 920 having a plurality of fiber layers 903, 904, 905, 906. Fiber layers 903, 904, 905, 906 each include a plurality of elongated fibers 913, 914, 915, 916, respectively, which are made from a material having a predetermined resistivity so that charge build up at lower resistive region 920 can be bled off and into conductive pads 120 during the operation of field emission display 901. In this particular embodiment, elongated fibers 913, 914, 915, 916 have different resistivities so that a gradient in resistivity is provided along the height of lower resistive region 920, the resistivity increasing in a direction from cathode 114 toward upper insulative region 922. In another embodiment, the elongated fibers of the lower resistive region all have the same predetermined resistivity suitable for providing charge bleed-off. The rest of the elements of spacer 900 are the same as the corresponding elements of spacer 800, described with reference to FIG. 12, and are similarly referenced, beginning with a "9". Elongated fibers 913, 914, 915, 916 are made from a material having a specific resistance between $10^6$ to $10^{10}$ ohm-cm and can be made from a glass containing an appropriate concentration of a lead compound (such as lead oxide), a silver compound, a RuO$_2$ compound, or a Pt compound, so as to provide the desired electrical properties.

[0022] Referring now to FIGs. 14 and 15, there are depicted top plan and exploded perspective views of a fixture 50 which may be used to fabricate the embodiments of a spacer 700, 800, 900 depicted in FIGs. 10-13. The use of fixture 50 for the fabrication of spacer 700 of FIG. 10 will be described in detail below. From this description, it will be apparent that spacers 800 and 900 of FIGs. 12 and 13, respectively, can be similarly fabricated by making simple modifications in the method for fabricating spacer 700. Fixture 50 is used to fabricate spacer 700 by first providing a flexible, glass thread having an appropriate diameter. Such glass threads can be purchased from one of many glass fiber manufacturers, such as Corning Incorporated. The glass thread comprises core fibers 710. Illustrated in FIG. 14 is the glass thread which has been strung on fixture 50. FIG. 15 is an exploded view of fixture 50, the thread being removed for clarity of illustration. Fixture 50 comprises a frame 52 having two orthogonal pairs of opposed, mutually staggered rows of pins 54 on which the glass thread is strung. Frame 52 may be composed of cold-rolled steel. A base plate 56, which may be formed of "jig-plate" type cold-rolled steel, has a plateau 58 in the center which fits closely within window 60 in frame 52 when the two fixture components are mated. To make spacer 700 appropriate lengths of precoated glass thread are provided. A first length is used to make fiber layer 702 which has resistive coating 716. This first length is precoated with a suitable cement having a lower melting point than the glass thread. The cement is made of a material which will provide the desired electrical properties of resistive coating 716. By way of example, the cement can include a devitrifying frit which includes a suitable concentration of Pb or Ag to provide the predetermined sheet resistance of resistive coating 716. This first length of glass thread is secured to frame 52, as with a fastener 62, which may be a screw. The first length of glass thread is then cut and secured to frame 52 with another fastener 64. The procedure is repeated with a second length of glass thread, which has been similarly precoated with a suitable cement which will comprise resistive coating 715 of fiber layer 702 which is in abutting engagement with fiber layer 702 having resistive layer 716. The winding procedure is repeated with this second length of coated glass thread to provide an orthogonal second warp of thread 66. A third length of glass thread (not shown) having a coating of cement to provide resistive coating 714 is then wound onto pins 54, and a fourth length of glass (not shown) thread having a coating of cement to provide resistive coating 713 is then wound onto pins 54, to provide a precursor structure for lower resistive region 720 of spacer 700. All of the cement coatings have a lower melting point than the glass thread and have a suitable composition of a conductive element, such as Pb or Ag, to provide the predetermined sheet resistance of the corresponding resistive coating after all heat treatments have been performed. In another embodiment, wherein the sheet resistance of all of elongated fibers 712 of lower resistive region 720 are to be equal, then a single length of glass thread is wound in a continuous fashion to build up the required number of warps of threads. The thread warps are then simultaneously coated with a cement by, for example, spraying the cement in a liquid suspension with an air brush or other sprayer which produces a fine mist capable of coating all the surfaces of the warps which are used to make lower resistive region 720.) Then, a final length of thread is provided which has a coating of a cement which will provide the requisite insulative properties of insulative layers 718. This final length of thread is used to make upper insulative region 722. The cement can include an appropriate frit which has little or no conductive ingredients. The final length is secured to frame 52 and wound in a continuous fashion around pins 54, thereby continuing to add to the height of the structure until a sufficient number of warps of thread are provided to realize the height of upper insulative region 722 and to realize the height of spacer 700. To strengthen frame 52 and to eliminate any gravity-inducing sagging of the fibers during the cement curing process, frame 52 is then mounted on base plate 56 with plateau 58 closely.
fitted window 60 in frame 52. This may be done after
the precoated threads are strung, but is preferably done
before. A plurality of screws 68 are used to clamp frame
52 to base plate 56. Before mounting frame 52 on base
plate 56, base plate 56 is sprayed with a release agent
such as graphite. Fixture 50, having all the necessary
threads strung on it, is then placed in an oven and baked
at a temperature appropriate to cure the cements. After
the cements have cured, fixture 50 is removed from the
oven and permitted to cool at room temperature. The
resulting cured, coated glass thread structure is re-
moved from fixture 50, and the rounded edges, which
had been wound around pins 54, are trimmed, thereby
providing spacer 700. During the curing process, ohmic
contact is provided at the contact points between adja-
cent fiber layers 702 of lower resistive region 720. This
process also rigidifies spacer 700 so that its shape is
maintained during the registration of spacer 700 with an-
ode 116 and cathode 114 and during subsequent fabri-
cation steps of field emission display 701. The cement
colations have a lower melting point than the glass
thread so the structure maintains its alignment and po-

sitioning because the temperature is raised to a point at
which the cements are softened, but the glass thread is
not. A similar method can be used to fabricate spacers
800, 900 by providing glass threads and coating mate-
rials having the predetermined electrical properties.

Claims

1. A spacer (200, 300, 400, 500, 600) for a field emis-
dion display (201, 301, 401, 501, 601), the spacer
(200, 300, 400, 500, 600) including:

a member (210, 310, 410, 510, 610) having a
first height within the range of 0.5-3 millimeters,
the member (210, 310, 410, 510, 610) being
made from a dielectric material and having an
upper edge, a lower edge, and lateral surfaces;
a resistive coating (212, 312, 412, 512, 612) be-
ing formed on a portion of the lateral surfaces
existing over the upper insulative region (222, 322,
422) of the spacer (200, 300, 400), the
a member (210, 310, 410, 510, 610) being
formed from a dielectric material and having an
upper edge, a lower edge, and lateral surfaces;
a resistive coating (212, 312, 412, 512, 612) be-
ing formed on a portion of the lateral surfaces
existing over the upper insulative region (222, 322,
422) of the spacer (200, 300, 400), the
dimensions (200, 300, 400, 500, 600), the re-
sistive coating (212, 312, 412, 512, 612) being
made from a material having a secondary elec-
tron yield less than 2 over a range of operating
voltages existing between the lower edge of the
member (210, 310, 410, 510, 610) and the sec-
ond height, and wherein the thickness of the re-
sistive coating (612) decreases in a direction
from the lower edge toward the upper edge of
the member (610)

whereby any electrical charge formed on the
surface of the insulative coating (218, 318, 418) dur-
ing the operation of the field emission display (201,
301, 401) extends over only a portion of the first
height of the member (210, 310, 410) thereby re-
ducing distortions of the electric field near the spacer
(200, 300, 400).

2. A spacer (200, 300, 400, 500, 600) as claimed in
claim 1 wherein said resistive coating (212, 312,
412, 512, 612) has a thickness within a range of
50-500 angstroms.

3. A spacer (200, 300, 400) as claimed in either one
of claims 1 or 2 further including an insulative coating
(218, 318, 418) being formed on a portion of the lat-
eral surfaces of the member (210, 310, 410) and
extending from a third height to the upper edge of
the member (210, 310, 410) to provide an exposed
portion of the insulative coating (218, 318, 418), the
exposed portion defining an upper insulative region
(222, 322, 422) of the spacer (200, 300, 400), the
insulative coating (218, 318, 418) being made from
a material having a secondary electron yield within
a range of 0.75-2 over a range of operating voltages
existing over the upper insulative region (222, 322,
422) of the spacer (200, 300, 400).

4. A spacer (200, 300, 400) as claimed in claim 3
wherein the secondary electron yield of the resistive
coating (212, 312, 412) at the second height is with-
in a range of 0.8-1.2 and the secondary electron
yield of the insulative coating (218, 318, 418) at the
second height is within a range of 0.9-1.5.

5. A spacer (700, 800, 900) for a field emission display
(701, 801, 901) having a cathode (114) and an an-
ode (116), the cathode (114) and the anode (116)
having inner surfaces being spaced apart a prede-
termined distance, the spacer (700, 800, 900) in-
cluding:

a first plurality of fiber layers extending from the
inner surface of the cathode (114) to a prede-
termined height and defining a lower resistive
region (720, 820, 920) of the spacer (700, 800, 900), each fiber layer (702, 903, 904, 905, 906) of the first plurality of fiber layers including a plurality of elongated fibers (712, 812, 913, 914, 915, 916) extending parallel to each other and being spaced apart with a predetermined pitch, each of the plurality of elongated fibers (712, 812, 913, 914, 915, 916) being electrically conductive, the first plurality of fiber layers including a bottom fiber layer (906), a top fiber layer (903), and a plurality of intervening fiber layers (904, 905) being disposed between the bottom fiber layer (906) and the top fiber layer (903), each of the plurality of intervening fiber layers (904, 905) being oriented perpendicularly with respect to the fiber layers (702, 904, 905) immediately adjacent to it thereby defining cross-over regions, each of the plurality of intervening fiber layers (904, 905) making physical contact at the cross-over regions with the fiber layers (702, 903, 905, 904, 906) immediately adjacent to it, the bottom layer (906) being in abutting engagement with the inner surface of the cathode (114); and a second plurality of fiber layers extending from the top fiber layer (903) of the first plurality of fiber layers to the inner surface of the anode (116) and defining an upper insulative region (722, 822, 922) of the spacer (700, 800, 900), each fiber layer (703) of the second plurality of fiber layers including a plurality of elongated fibers (711, 811, 911) extending parallel to each other and being spaced apart in a predetermined pitch, each of the plurality of elongated fibers being electrically insulative, the second plurality of fiber layers including a bottom fiber layer, a top fiber layer, and a plurality of intervening fiber layers being disposed between the bottom fiber layer and the top fiber layer, each of the plurality of intervening fiber layers being oriented perpendicularly with respect to the fiber layers immediately adjacent to it thereby defining cross-over regions, each of the plurality of intervening fiber layers making physical contact at the cross-over regions with the fiber layers immediately adjacent to it, the top fiber layer being in abutting engagement with the inner surface of the anode (116), the bottom fiber layer being oriented perpendicularly with respect to the top fiber layer (903) of the first plurality of fiber layers thereby defining cross-over regions, the bottom fiber layer of the second plurality of fiber layers physically contacting the top fiber layer (903) of the first plurality of fiber layers at the cross-over regions whereby the sum of the heights of the first and second plurality of fiber layers is equal to the predetermined distance between the inner surfaces of the anode (116) and the cathode (114), and whereby the first plurality of fiber layers and the second plurality of fiber layers define a plurality of apertures (724) through which electrons travel from the cathode (114) to the anode (116).

6. A spacer (700, 800) as claimed in claim 5 wherein each of the plurality of elongated fibers (711, 712, 811, 812) of the first and second plurality of fiber layers includes a core fiber (710, 810) being made from a dielectric material and each of the plurality of elongated fibers (712, 812) of the first plurality of fiber layers further including a resistive coating (713, 714, 715, 716, 813, 814, 815, 816) being made from a material having a secondary electron yield less than 2 over a range of operating voltages existing between the inner surface of the cathode (114) and the predetermined height of the first plurality of fiber layers and wherein the resistive coating (714, 715, 814, 815) on each of the plurality of intervening fiber layers of the first plurality of fiber layers makes ohmic contact with the fiber layers immediately adjacent to it at the cross-over regions whereby the ohmic contact provides a conduction path for bleeding of electrical charge from the resistive coatings (713, 714, 715, 716, 813, 814, 815, 816) during the operation of the field emission display (701, 801).

**Patentansprüche**

1. Abstandselement (200, 300, 400, 500, 600) für eine Feldemissionsanzeige (201, 301, 401, 501, 601), wobei das Abstandselement (200, 300, 400, 500, 600) umfasst:

   - ein Element (210, 310, 410, 510, 610) mit einer ersten Höhe im Bereich von 0,5 - 3 Millimeter, wobei das Element (210, 310, 410, 510, 610) aus einem dielektrischen Material hergestellt ist und einen oberen Rand, einen unteren Rand und Seitenflächen aufweist;
   - eine Widerstandsbeschichtung (212, 312, 412, 512, 612), welche an einem Abschnitt der Seitenflächen ausgebildet ist, der von dem unteren Rand des Elements (210, 310, 410, 510, 610) bis zu einer zweiten Höhe verläuft, die geringer ist als die erste Höhe des Elements (210, 310, 410, 510, 610), wodurch ein Bereich niedriger Widerstandes (220, 320, 420, 520, 620) des Abstandselementes (200, 300, 400, 500, 600) deﬁniert wird, wobei die Widerstandsbeschichtung (212, 312, 412, 512, 612) aus einem Material hergestellt ist, das eine Sekundärelek-
tronenausbeute von weniger als 2 über einen Bereich von Betriebsspannungen aufweist, die zwischen dem unteren Rand des Elements (210, 310, 410, 510, 610) und der zweiten Höhe vorhanden sind, und wobei die Dicke der Widerstandsbeschichtung (612) in einer Richtung vom unteren Rand zum oberen Rand des Elements (610) hin abnimmt,

wobei die verringerte Dicke einen zunehmenden Widerstand in der Richtung vom unteren Rand zum oberen Rand des Elements (610) hin bereitstellt,

wobei die Widerstandsbeschichtung (212, 312, 412, 512, 612) einen Leitungsweg zum Ableiten von elektrischer Ladung vorsieht, wenn das Abstandselement (200, 300, 400, 500, 600) in einem elektrischen Feld der Feldemissionsanzeige (201, 301, 401, 501, 601) angeordnet ist und wobei die niedrige Sekundärelektronenausbeute der Widerstandsbeschichtung (212, 312, 412, 512, 612) einen Flächenüberschlag und einen Flächenkriechverlust durch Minimierung von Elektronenkaskaden und Sekundärelektronen-Emissionslawinen unterdrückt.

2. Abstandselement (200, 300, 400, 500, 600) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Widerstandsbeschichtung (212, 312, 412, 512, 612) eine Dicke in einem Bereich von 50 - 500 Angström aufweist.

3. Abstandselement (200, 300, 400) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 oder 2, ferner umfassend eine Isolationsbeschichtung (218, 318, 418), welche an einem Abschnitt der Seitenflächen des Elementes (210, 310, 410) ausgebildet ist und von einer dritten Höhe zum unteren Rand des Elements (210, 310, 410) verläuft, um einen freiliegenden Abschnitt der Isolationsbeschichtung (218, 318, 418) bereitzustellen, wobei der freiliegende Abschnitt einen oberen Isolationsbereich (212, 312, 412) definiert, wobei die Isolationsbeschichtung (218, 318, 418) aus einem Material hergestellt ist, welches eine Sekundärelektronenausbeute in einem Bereich von 0,75 - 2 über einen Bereich von Betriebsspannungen aufweist, welche über den oberen Isolationsbereich (222, 322, 422) des Abstandselements (200, 300, 400) hinweg vorhanden sind,

wobei eine beliebige elektrische Ladung, welche auf der Fläche der Isolationsbeschichtung (218, 318, 418) während des Betriebs der Feldemissionsanzeige (201, 301, 401) gebildet wird, sich lediglich über einen Abschnitt der ersten Höhe des Elements (210, 310, 410) erstreckt, wodurch Verzerrungen des elektrischen Feldes nahe des Abstandselements (200, 300, 400) verringert werden.

4. Abstandselement (200, 300, 400) nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Sekundärelektronenausbeute der Widerstandsbeschichtung (212, 312, 412) an der zweiten Höhe in einem Bereich von 0,8 - 1,2 liegt und die Sekundärelektronenausbeute der Isolationsbeschichtung (218, 318, 418) an der zweiten Höhe in einem Bereich von 0,9 - 1,5 liegt.

5. Abstandselement (700, 800, 900) für eine Feldemissionsanzeige (701, 801, 901) mit einer Kathode (114) und einer Anode (116), wobei die Kathode (114) und die Anode (116) Innenflächen aufweisen, welche mit einem vorbestimmten Abstand voneinander angeordnet sind, wobei das Abstandselement (700, 800, 900) umfasst:

eine erste Mehrzahl von Faserlagen, welche von der Innenfläche der Kathode (114) zu einer vorbestimmten Höhe verlaufen und einen Bereich niedrigerer Widerstands (720, 820, 920) des Abstandselements (700, 800, 900) definieren, wobei jede Faserlage (702, 902, 903, 904, 905, 906) aus der ersten Mehrzahl von Faserlagen eine Mehrzahl von länglichen Fasern (712, 812, 912, 913, 914, 915, 916) umfasst, die parallel zueinander verlaufen und im Abstand einer vorbestimmten Teilung voneinander angeordnet sind, wobei jede aus der Mehrzahl von länglichen Fasern (712, 812, 912, 913, 914, 915, 916) elektrisch leitfähig ist, wobei die erste Mehrzahl von Faserlagen eine untere Faserlage (906), eine obere Faserlage (903) und eine Mehrzahl von Zwischenfaserlagen (904, 905) umfasst, welche zwischen der unteren Faserlage (906) und der oberen Faserlage (903) angeordnet sind, wobei jede aus der Mehrzahl von Zwischenfaserlagen (904, 905) bezüglich der ihr unmittelbar benachbarten Faserlagen (702, 904, 905) orthogonal ausgerichtet ist, wodurch Kreuzungsbereiche definiert sind, wobei jede von der Innenfläche der Kathode (114) aus der Mehrzahl von Zwischenfaserlagen (704, 905) an den Kreuzungsbereichen in körperlichem Kontakt mit den unmittelbar an sie angrenzenden Faserlagen (702, 903, 905, 906) steht, wobei die untere Lage (906) sich in Anlageeingriff mit der Innenfläche der Kathode (114) befindet; und

eine zweite Mehrzahl von Faserlagen, welche von der oberen Faserlage (903) der ersten Mehrzahl von Faserlagen zu der Innenfläche der Anode (116) verlaufen und einen anderen Isolationsbereich (722, 822, 922) des Abstandselements (700, 800, 900) definieren, wobei jede Faserlage (703) der zweiten Mehrzahl von Faserlagen eine Mehrzahl von länglichen Fasern (711, 811, 911) umfasst, welche parallel zueinander verlaufen und im Abstand einer vorbestimmten Teilung voneinander angeordnet
Abstandselement (700, 800) nach Anspruch 5, wobei jede Mehrzahl von Zwischenfaserlagen umfasst, welche zwischen der unteren Faserlage und der oberen Faserlage angeordnet sind, wobei jede aus der Mehrzahl von Zwischenfaserlagen bezüglich der an sie unmittelbar angrenzenden Faserlagen orthogonal orientiert ist, wodurch Kreuzungsbereiche definiert sind, wobei jede aus der Mehrzahl von Zwischenfaserlagen an den Kreuzungsbereichen in körperlichem Kontakt mit den unmittelbar an sie angrenzenden Faserlagen steht, wobei die obere Faserlage sich in Anlageeingriff mit der Innenfläche der Anode (116) befindet, wobei die untere Faserlage bezüglich der oberen Faserlage (903) der ersten Mehrzahl von Faserlagen orthogonal ausgerichtet ist, wodurch Kreuzungsbereiche definiert sind, wobei die untere Faserlage der zweiten Mehrzahl von Faserlagen an den Kreuzungsbereichen die oberen Faserlage (903) aus der ersten Mehrzahl von Faserlagen körperlich kontaktiert.

wobei die Summe aus den Höhen der ersten und der zweiten Mehrzahl von Faserlagen gleich dem vorbestimmten Abstand zwischen den Innenflächen der Anode (116) und der Kathode (114) ist und wobei die erste Mehrzahl von Faserlagen und die zweite Mehrzahl von Faserlagen eine Mehrzahl von Öffnungen (724) definieren, durch welche sich elektronen von der Kathode zu der Anode bewegen.

6. Abstandselement (700, 800) nach Anspruch 5, wobei jede aus der Mehrzahl von länglichen Fasern (711, 712, 811, 812) der ersten und der zweiten Mehrzahl von Faserlagen eine Kernfaser (710, 810) umfasst, die aus einem dielektrischen Material hergestellt ist und wobei jede aus der Mehrzahl von Faserlagen elektrisch isolierend ist, wobei die Widerstandsbeschichtung (713, 714, 715, 716, 813, 814, 815, 816) aus einem dielektrischen Material hergestellt ist und wobei die Widerstandsbeschichtung (713, 714, 715, 716, 813, 814, 815, 816) aus einem dielektrischen Material hergestellt ist, das eine Sekundärelektronenausbeute von weniger als 2 über einen Bereich von Betriebsspannungen aufweist, welche zwischen der Innenfläche der Kathode (114) und der vorbestimmten Höhe der ersten Mehrzahl von Faserlagen vorhanden sind, und wobei die Widerstandsbeschichtung (714, 715, 814, 815) an jeder aus der Mehrzahl von Zwischenfaserlagen der ersten Mehrzahl von Faserlagen an den Kreuzungsbereichen in Ohm'schem Kontakt mit den unmittelbar an sie angrenzenden Faserlagen steht, wobei der Ohm'sche Kontakt während des Betriebs der Feldemissionsanzeige (701, 801) einen Leitungsweg zur Ableitung einer elektrischen Ladung aus den Widerstandsbeschichtungen (713, 714, 715, 813, 814, 815, 816) bereitstellt.

Revidierungen

1. Espaceur (200, 300, 400, 500, 600) pour un affichage à émission de champ (201, 301, 401, 501, 601), l'espaceur (200, 300, 400, 500, 600) incluant :

un élément (210, 310, 410, 510, 610) présentant une première hauteur à l'intérieur de la plage de 0,5 à 3 mm, l'élément (210, 310, 410, 510, 610) étant réalisé à partir d'un matériau diélectrique et comportant un bord supérieur, un bord inférieur et des surfaces latérales ; un revêtement résistif (212, 312, 412, 512, 612) qui est formé sur une partie de surfaces latérales s'étendant depuis le bord inférieur de l'élément (210, 310, 410, 510, 610) jusqu'à une seconde hauteur qui est inférieure à la première hauteur de l'élément (210, 310, 410, 510, 610), d'où ainsi la définition d'une région résistive inférieure (220, 320, 420, 520, 620) de l'espaceur (200, 300, 400, 500, 600), le revêtement résistif (212, 312, 412, 512, 612) étant réalisé à partir d'un matériau qui présente un rendement d'électrons secondaires inférieur à 2 sur une plage de tensions de fonctionnement existant entre le bord inférieur de l'élément (210, 310, 410, 510, 610) et la seconde hauteur, et dans lequel l'épaisseur du revêtement résistif (612) diminue suivant une direction depuis le bord inférieur en direction du bord supérieur de l'élément (610), et ainsi, l'épaisseur diminuée assure une augmentation de la résistance suivant la direction depuis le bord inférieur vers le bord supérieur de l'élément (610), et ainsi le revêtement résistif (212, 312, 412, 512, 612) assure une voie de conduction pour la purge d'une charge électrique lorsque l'espaceur (200, 300, 400, 500, 600) est disposé à l'intérieur d'un champ électrique de l'affichage à émission de champ (201, 301, 401, 501, 601), et ainsi, le rendement d'électrons secondaires faible du revêtement résistif (212, 312, 412, 512, 612) atténue un claquage de surface et une fuite de surface en minimisant des cascades d'électrons et des avalanches d'émissions d'électrons secondaires.

2. Espaceur (200, 300, 400, 500, 600) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l'épaisseur de la glaise (201, 301, 401, 501, 601), l'espaceur (200, 300, 400, 500, 600) incluant :
(212, 312, 412, 512) présente une épaisseur dans une plage de 50 à 500 angstroëms.

3. Espaceur (200, 300, 400, 500, 600) selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 et 2, incluant en outre un revêtement isolant (218, 318, 418) qui est formé sur une partie des surfaces latérales de l'élément (210, 310, 410) et qui s'étend depuis une troisième hauteur jusqu'au bord supérieur de l'élément (210, 310, 410) afin de constituer une partie exposée du revêtement isolant (218, 318, 418), la partie exposée définissant une région isolante (222, 322, 422) de l'espaceur (200, 300, 400), le revêtement isolant (218, 318, 418) étant réalisé à partir d'un matériau qui présente un rendement d'électrons secondaires dans une plage de 0,75 à 2 sur une plage de tensions de fonctionnement existant au dessus de la région isolante supérieure (222, 322, 422) de l'espaceur (200, 300, 400), et ainsi, une quelconque charge électrique qui est formée sur la surface du revêtement isolant (218, 318, 418) pendant le fonctionnement de l'affichage à émission de champ (201, 301, 401) se déplaçant vers le dessus de seulement une partie de la première hauteur de l'élément (210, 310, 410), d'où ainsi une réduction des distorsions du champ électrique à proximité de l'espaceur (200, 300, 400).

4. Espaceur (200, 300, 400) selon la revendication 3, dans lequel le rendement d'électrons secondaires du revêtement résistif (212, 312, 412) au niveau de la seconde hauteur est dans une plage de 0,8 à 1,2 et le rendement d'électrons secondaires du revêtement isolant (218, 318, 418) au niveau de la seconde hauteur est dans une plage de 0,9 à 1,5.

5. Espaceur (700, 800, 900) pour un affichage à émission de champ (701, 801, 901) comportant une cathode (114) et une anode (116), la cathode (114) et l'anode (116) comportant des surfaces internes qui sont espacées d'une distance prédéterminée, l'espaceur (700, 800, 900) incluant:

une première pluralité de couches de fibres s'étendant depuis la surface interne de la cathode (114) jusqu'à une hauteur prédéterminée et définissant une région résistive inférieure (720, 820, 920) de l'espaceur (700, 800, 900), chaque couche de fibres (702, 803, 904, 905, 906) de la première pluralité de couches de fibres incluant une pluralité de fibres allongées (712, 812, 913, 914, 915, 916) s'étendant parallèlement les unes aux autres et espacées les unes des autres d'un pas prédéterminé, chacune de la pluralité de fibres allongées (712, 812, 913, 914, 915, 916) étant électriquement conductrice, la première pluralité de couches de fibres incluant une couche de fibres inférieure (906), une couche de fibres supérieure (903) et une pluralité de couches de fibres d'intervention (904, 905) qui sont disposées entre la couche de fibres inférieure (906) et la couche de fibres supérieure (903), chacune de la pluralité de couches de fibres d'intervention (904, 905) étant orientée perpendiculairement par rapport aux couches de fibres (702, 904, 905) qui sont immédiatement adjacentes afin d'ainsi définir des régions de croisement, chacune de la pluralité de couches de fibres d'intervention (904, 905) réalisant un contact physique au niveau des régions de croisement avec les couches de fibres (702, 903, 905, 904, 906) immédiatement adjacentes, la couche inférieure (906) étant en coopération de butée avec la surface interne de la cathode (114) ; et une seconde pluralité de couches de fibres s'étendant depuis la couche de fibres supérieure (903) de la première pluralité de couches de fibres jusqu'à la surface interne de l'anode (116) et définissant une région isolante supérieure (722, 822, 922) de l'espaceur (700, 800, 900), chaque couche de fibres (703) de la seconde pluralité de couches de fibres incluant une pluralité de fibres allongées (711, 811, 911) s'étendant parallèlement les unes aux autres et espacées les unes des autres d'un pas prédéterminé, chacune de la pluralité de fibres allongées étant électriquement isolante, la seconde pluralité de couches de fibres incluant une couche de fibres inférieure, une couche de fibres supérieure et une pluralité de couches de fibres d'intervention qui sont disposées entre la couche de fibres inférieure et la couche de fibres supérieure, chacune de la pluralité de couches de fibres d'intervention étant orientée perpendiculairement par rapport aux couches de fibres qui lui sont immédiatement adjacentes, d'où ainsi la définition de régions de croisement, chacune de la pluralité de couches de fibres d'intervention réalisant un contact physique au niveau des régions de croisement avec les couches de fibres qui lui sont immédiatement adjacentes, la couche de fibres supérieure étant en coopération de butée avec la surface interne de l'anode (116), la couche de fibres inférieure étant orientée perpendiculairement par rapport à la couche de fibres supérieure (903) de la première pluralité de couches de fibres, d'où ainsi la définition de régions de croisement, la couche de fibres inférieure de la seconde pluralité de couches de fibres entrant en contact physiquement avec la couche de fibres supérieure (903) de la première pluralité de couches de fibres au niveau des régions de croisement, et ainsi, la somme des hauteurs des première
et seconde pluralités de couches de fibres est égale à la distance prédéterminée entre les surfaces intemes de l’anode (116) et de la cathode (114) et ainsi, la première pluralité de couches de fibres et la seconde pluralité de couches de fibres définissent une pluralité d’ouvertures (724) au travers desquelles des électrons se déplacent depuis la cathode (114) jusqu’à l’anode (116).

6. Espaceur (700, 800) selon la revendication 5, dans lequel chacune de la pluralité de fibres allongées (711, 712, 811, 812) des première et seconde pluralités de couches de fibres inclut une fibre en âme (710, 810) qui est réalisée à partir d’un matériau diélectrique et chacune de la pluralité de fibres allongées (712, 812) de la première pluralité de couches de fibres inclut en outre un revêtement résistif (713, 714, 715, 716, 813, 814, 815, 816) qui est formé sur la fibre en âme (710, 810), les revêtements résistifs (713, 714, 715, 716, 813, 814, 815, 816) étant réalisés à partir d’un matériau qui présente un rendement d’électrons secondaires inférieur à 2 sur une plage de tensions de fonctionnement existant entre la surface interne de la cathode (114) et la hauteur prédéterminée de la première pluralité de couches de fibres et dans lequel le revêtement résistif (714, 715, 814, 815) sur chacune de la pluralité de couches de fibres d’intervention de la première pluralité de couches de fibres réalise un contact ohmique avec les couches de fibres qui lui sont immédiatement adjacentes au niveau des régions de croisement et ainsi, le contact ohmique assure une voie de conduction pour purger une charge électrique depuis les revêtements résistifs (713, 714, 715, 716, 813, 814, 815, 816) pendant le fonctionnement de l’affichage à émission de champ (701, 801).
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